Learn: Pendulum Divination and Dowsing

Library Books & Materials

The divination handbook: the modern seer's guide to using tarot, crystals, palmistry, and more
by Liz Dean
A modern seer's guide to developing your intuitive abilities and mastering time-honored techniques used for fortune-telling and prediction.

Llewellyn's complete book of divination: your definitive source for learning predictive & prophetic techniques
by Richard Webster
Answer questions and predict the future with this comprehensive collection of proven tips and techniques. Explore the profound wisdom and fascinating secrets of divination.

Dowsing for beginners: the art of discovering water, treasure, gold, oil, artifacts
by Richard Webster
This introduction explains dowsing techniques and uses, including map dowsing, hand and body dowsing, agricultural dowsing, and psychic dowsing.

Library Books & Materials

The Fortune Telling Directory: Divination Techniques to Unlock Your Fortune
by Sarah Bartlett
Discover the secrets behind a wide range of fortune-telling tools and methods with this beautifully illustrated directory.

Learn to Dowse: Use the World's Most Powerful Search Engine: Your Intuition
by Uri Geller
This simple, fun and visually attractive guide explains how to improve your life by unlocking your intuition and learning this ancient but effective divinatory art.

Online Resources

- YouTube - How To Use a Crystal Pendulum For Beginners (Pendulum Dowsing and Divination)
- YouTube - How To Use A PENDULUM For The First Time & Get Accurate Answers
- YouTube - Pendulum Magic
- The Easy Guide to Using a Dowsing Pendulum Effectively
- Pendulum Magic for Beginners
- How to Use a Pendulum

*Please note account creation may be required to utilize some features of these websites. These websites may contain ads, and its content does not reflect the views of the Metropolitan Library System.